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Abstract—In interactive narratives, experience management is used to control the world and the nonplayer characters (NPCs) a player interacts with, encouraging particular types of stories or discouraging others. The space of all stories in a narrative can be understood as a story graph, with story states as nodes and actions in the story as directed edges. In this article, we present experience management as a graph pruning problem. Starting with the full story graph, edges representing NPC actions may be pruned until there is at most one action per NPC per state. With the full graph available, the choice of what to prune may consider all possible futures, and we can ensure that undesirable stories are not reachable. By never pruning player actions, we ensure the player may make any choice still be accommodated in the story. Where this method was used to manage the story of an adventure game, players found our technique generally produced higher agency and more-believable NPC behaviors than a control. Finally, we discuss scaling the results of this method for practical use.

Index Terms—Experience management, graph pruning, strong story mediation.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERACTIVE narratives are a core component of many games and other virtual environments, where they play a central role in meeting goals for entertainment, education, and therapy. In these environments, a player takes on the role of a character in the narrative, while the system controls all other nonplayer characters (NPCs) and the environment itself. The system must act as an experience manager, directing the story to ensure that the experience the player has within the narrative fulfills the design goals of the game or tool. The techniques used for this management can be compared against two fundamental styles: 1) strong autonomy approaches; and 2) strong story approaches [1].

Strong autonomy systems focus on providing a strong cast of believable characters and empowering these NPCs and the player to drive the story forward freely. Without strict guidance and hand-authoring, the emergent narrative that arises may take many unique and unexpected forms. By providing a realistic, or at least a convincing simulation of behavior and interactions with relevant characters, each of these unique experiences may have value in achieving the designers’ goals without direct intervention. Games like Dwarf Fortress [2] and the scenario simulation component of Tactical Action Officer [3] fall into this category.

Strong story systems aim to meet strict constraints on the structure and content of their stories. By planning in advance around each possible branch in the narrative, designers attempt to ensure that the resulting story experience will meet their requirements regardless of what action the player takes. This planning is often done at the time of design. Every player choice must be anticipated in advance and each response preauthored, preventing the story from going in an undesirable direction. Interactive narrative games like The Walking Dead [4] fall into this category. Hand-authoring can be a brittle method, requiring exponentially more effort for each additional branch of the story [5], and can lead to out-of-sequence stories when players behave unexpectedly [6]. This method also limits the player to the designer’s imagined paths, and the authoring effort limits the breadth of those imagined paths.

In the last few decades, there has been increased interest in automated strong story systems that use artificial intelligence experience managers to ensure, during play, that the story meets the designer’s constraints. Games like Façade [7] and The Best Laid Plans [8] use this approach. By employing computational models of narrative to reason about the story as it unfolds, they anticipate possible futures, and can use this to ensure narrative structure and encourage or avoid specific interactions. Some systems, like Façade’s drama manager, only anticipate the immediate future, and authors must account for further effects. Planning systems like The Best Laid Plans anticipate sequences of events and reason about their effects, looking further into the future. Planning enables the techniques in this article, which presents a primarily strong story system, augmented by consideration for NPC autonomy which is achieved through making each character a planning agent.

In this article, we cast the process of progressing through an interactive narrative as a graph traversal problem for two agents—the player and the experience manager—applied to a story graph. A story graph is a directed graph where distinct states of the story world are represented by nodes, and these nodes are connected by edges indicating the actions that
transition the world from one state to another [9]. Player actions, and NPC actions selected by the experience manager, determine a path through the story graph until they reach a terminal node. Terminal nodes represent the endpoints of the narrative—situations in the story where play ends, for reasons such as the death of the player character or another conclusion of the story. As highlighted in Fig. 1, the story graph shows many possible stories, and any one path through the graph indicates one of these possibilities. This framing allows us to cast experience management as a story graph pruning problem.

By removing NPC edges from the story graph until each NPC has at most one action to take in any state, we can define an action selection policy for the experience manager. By never removing player edges, we ensure that the player is always free to take any possible action in any state, and all emergent interactions may be anticipated. The method also makes the presence of dead end states more apparent, such as would be indicated by the node $s_8$ in Fig. 1. At this point in the snippet, the story domain does not allow for an ending to be reached. However, by pruning the bandit NPC’s `rob` action leading to it, this exceptional state can be avoided.

Story graph pruning is difficult. Even for small interactive narratives the associated story graph can be intractably large, and the criteria for when an action should be pruned may be based on all the remaining potential paths of the story, as well as the current and prior states. In this article, we begin by exploring a scenario where the entire story graph can be generated and kept in memory. By keeping the entire graph in memory during pruning, we can consider all the long-term consequences that removing an edge will have on the space of possible stories. We present various pruning criteria and the motivations behind them. We then give the results of a study which show that players find NPC behavior more realistic and experience higher agency when graphs are pruned using our methods. Finally, we examine how the insights gained from this study can be applied to online systems where generating the graph in advance is intractable, and discuss how a generated graph may be utilized in an online system.

A. Prior Publication

This article builds on a previously published conference paper [10]. This work has been further developed with a discussion of epistemic states and their relationship to the story graph, the details of the player model pruning step, and the results of the analysis of the prevalence of dead end states in the story graph. Finally, we include new methods to support the practical use of this system through machine learning.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Story Graph-Based Systems

Terms like story graph and plot graph have been used inconsistently in the literature [11]. We adopt a modified version of Riedl and Young’s [9] definition of a story graph. A story graph is a directed graph whose nodes are world states and whose edges are actions. An action edge $s_1 \rightarrow s_2$ can connect state $s_1$ to state $s_2$ if action $a$ is possible to take in state $s_1$, and taking action $a$ in state $s_1$ would change the world state to $s_2$. Story graphs are a common data structure for representing interactive narratives, including nondigital ones like Choose Your Own Adventure books [12].

Bates [13] and Weyhrauch [14] were some of the first to describe experience management as a graph traversal problem jointly solved by the player and an AI experience manager, though their plot graphs were defined differently than our story graphs. Weyhrauch used search-based optimization to find ideal paths through plot graphs, while Nelson et al. [15], Roberts et al. [16], and Thue and Bulitko [17] used MDP-based methods to determine graph traversal policies. Arinbjarnar et al. [18] survey systems based on graph traversal. While they differ in their graphs’ structures, all frame the solution as a joint decision-making problem between the player and the system.

Some systems require story graphs to be acyclic, implying some constraints on history, but we do not. Like many previous systems, our system relies on the Markov assumption—the experience manager makes decisions based only on the current state and its descendants and does not track the history of how the player arrived at that state. The Markov assumption is a limitation for story graph systems. Farrell et al. [19] demonstrated that different actions leading to the same state can suggest very different futures for a story. However, given that our graphs are hundreds of millions of nodes and they already strain the limits of what can be feasibly computed, we accept this simplifying assumption for this initial work.

B. Mediation-Based Systems

Systems that do not explicitly use story graphs may still use them implicitly. In particular, generating a narrative at run time can be understood as navigating a story graph which is generated on-demand. These dynamic systems avoid the potentially prohibitive cost of calculating the entire graph in advance, but may find it more difficult to reason about the long-term consequences.

To manage large story graphs and unpredictable players, many experience managers form a plan for the narrative based on what they expect the player to do and employ reactive mediation when the player deviates from that plan [21]. Ideally, the system accommodates the player by replanning the story to include the unexpected action (e.g., an important NPC is killed, so another NPC takes their place in required events). When this is impossible, the system may intervene to make the player’s action fail (e.g., a gun jams and fails to fire). Intervention subverts the player’s mental model of the environment’s rules and may harm their perception of agency, the player’s feeling that they can take meaningful action to affect the story [6]. In a graph traversal context, intervention can be viewed as pruning a player action edge from the story graph—that action should have been possible and should have transitioned the story to a new state, but the system removed it to prevent the narrative from being irrecoverably disrupted.

Experience managers can also employ proactive mediation [22]. By fully anticipating the player, the system can avoid intervention by ensuring that every player action can always be accommodated. The story graph pruning techniques we describe in this article are a kind of proactive mediation. By considering the entire story graph, we ensure that we never prune player action edges, i.e., we always accommodate and never intervene.

III. STORY DOMAIN

Before describing the story graph pruning process that we performed, we will introduce the story domain from our evaluation, which is also used in examples throughout this article. The domain is inspired by a subset of characters from Ware and Young’s The Best Laid Plans [8] and realized in the Camelot interactive narrative sandbox tool [23].

The player begins at home, where they are given the task of acquiring a potion for their grandmother. She gives them a coin that can be used to buy an item. The game features three NPCs. A merchant is in the market selling a potion and a sword. The town guard is in the market watching for criminals. A bandit waits in her camp. The bandit has a coin that she keeps in a chest at the camp, but wants to acquire other items of value—money and potions. There are the following four locations:

1) the player’s house;
2) the market;
3) the camp;
4) a crossroad that connects them all (see Fig. 2).

The game ends when the player returns home carrying the potion, or dies.

Seven actions are available. Characters can walk from one place to another. Characters can take items out of the chest in the bandit’s camp. Characters can buy items from the merchant in exchange for a coin. If a character is armed, they can steal an item from an unarmed character. One character can attack and kill another, unless they are unarmed and their target is armed. Characters can loot items from slain characters. Finally, a character who knows the bandit’s location can report him to the town guard. Despite its simplicity, this domain yields a surprising number of interesting ways the player can accomplish their goal, or die trying. There are 69,596,151 unique terminal states in the full graph (48,275,367 win states for the player, and 20,200,031 failure states).

IV. INTELLIGENT STORY GRAPH PRUNING

In this section, we define terms relevant to story graphs and the methods we propose for pruning them. Our representation is based on Shirvani et al. [24] formulation of narrative planning with intentionality and belief.

A. Story Graphs

A story domain defines objects and actions. An object is a logical constant representing a person, place, thing, or concept. Some objects are characters, intelligent agents with beliefs and goals that they plan to accomplish. An action is defined by the following four things:

1) a precondition, a conjunction of logical propositions which must be true immediately before it can occur;
2) an effect, a conjunction of logical propositions that become true immediately after the action happens;
3) one or more consenting characters who control if an action occurs, and will refuse to participate if it is not beneficial to their goals;
4) a function, \( o(c, s) \in \text{true, false} \) which determines, for every character \( c \) and state \( s \), whether character \( c \) observes the action in state \( s \).

In short, an action defines what must be true for it to happen, what changes when it happens, who performs the action, and who observes the changes that occur. Characters have beliefs about the conditions of other objects in the domain. These beliefs may control what characters believe possible to do, or beneficial to consent to, and these are updated if they observe changes to the conditions of those objects.

Consider an action where the player gives a coin to the merchant, in the market, in exchange for the potion: \( \text{buy} (\text{Player}, \text{Potion}, \text{Merchant}, \text{Coin}, \text{Market}) \). The player, coin, potion, merchant, and market are objects. The action’s preconditions are that the player and merchant are alive and in the market, the player has the coin, and the merchant has the potion. The action’s effects are that the player has the potion and the merchant has the coin. The player and merchant are consenting.
agents—both must have a reason to take that action, such as the merchant’s desire for money. The observing characters for the action are any characters in the same location, so if the guard is also in the market he observes the transaction, and if the bandit is in the camp she does not, and may continue to believe that the player has the coin.

A story graph is composed of nodes representing states and directed edges representing actions. We require no particular commitment to how a state is represented, so long as a state completely specifies the configuration of the virtual world, including every character’s beliefs about that configuration. The directed edges connecting states come in three types as follows.

1. A player edge is an edge for which the player is a consenting character.
2. An NPC edge is an edge for which at least one NPC is a consenting character.
3. An edge can be both a player and an NPC edge (e.g., player buys from merchant). In that case, we also call them mixed edges.

B. Experience Management

We define a full story graph as a graph containing the initial state and any state that is reachable from it by action edges.

Our goal is to begin with a full story graph, and then, prune NPC edges until the experience manager has unambiguous directions for what each NPC should do in every state. By never pruning edges that require only the consent of the player, the policy developed by the experience manager will always be able to accommodate any player action. We do allow mixed edges to be pruned, because the NPCs involved may refuse to consent to them.

It may not always be possible to avoid intervening and preventing a player action, if some sequence of player actions would lead to a dead end state. The method in this article cannot prevent this, but it can detect when it is the case. In the domain presented, no such sequences exist, and pruning is limited to NPC edges.

In a domain where actions occur instantaneously, the nodes in an unambiguous story graph would have exactly one outgoing NPC edge, or any number of outgoing player edges. In other words, in every state, the experience manager would know whether to wait for the player to act or to instruct a specific NPC to act in a specific way. However, our domain is realized in the real-time Camelot 3-D virtual environment where actions have an unknown duration.

To accommodate durations, we define an unambiguous story graph to be one where all nodes may have any number of outgoing player actions and at most one outgoing NPC action per NPC. The primary ramifications for experience management are that an action may fail or need to be canceled due to asynchronous changes to the story state. When the world transitions to a new state, our experience manager checks if there are any outgoing NPC edges for that node. If so, those NPCs are instructed to begin those actions. When an action (player or NPC) finishes, the experience manager transitions to the appropriate state in the graph, and ongoing actions are interrupted, unless that same action is also allowed in the new state, in which case the action continues.

Consider, e.g., a state where the player (who has a coin) and the bandit (who has a sword) are both at the crossroads. The experience manager must be prepared for the player to take any action, but the bandit should have clear directions to either do nothing or take a single specific action. If the bandit’s directions are to rob the player, the bandit must first walk up to the player, but the player may also be moving around and performing other actions while the bandit approaches. If the player successfully executes an action during that time which makes the bandit’s action impossible or undesirable (e.g., the player walks to the market), the bandit’s action is interrupted, and the bandit is given new instructions based on the new state (e.g., follow the player to the market).

C. Practical Consideration: Belief

Even our small story domain can have an infinite or intractably large full story graph, depending on how one models character beliefs. Many researchers have offered models, with tradeoffs in realism and efficiency [13], [24]–[28].

We use an extremely simple model to keep the size of our domain tractable. In addition to propositions describing the physical state of the world, we track only ten specific belief propositions: the player’s belief about the location of the bandit, the merchant’s beliefs about the locations of the two coins, the guard’s belief about the location of the bandit, the guard’s beliefs about whether the player and merchant are criminals, and the bandit’s beliefs about the locations of the player, the coins, and the potion. These belief propositions allow the respective characters to have wrong beliefs about certain facts. All other facts are treated as fully observable—characters cannot be mistaken about them.

D. Pruning

In this section, we explain how we prune the story graph in service of the design goals of our game, which are given as follows.

1. The NPCs should act believably.
2. The player should be active in the story.
3. The player should feel that they have agency, and they (not the experience manager) are responsible for whatever ending is achieved.
4. The game must always be finishable.

The first design goal references character believability. Determining a definition or a specific set of requirements which captures believable NPC behavior is a difficult task, as it is a perception that the audience experiences with a complex relationship to the expectations a system establishes [29]. We attempt to satisfy expectations of believability through the use of intentional agents, and the pruning steps that prioritize shorter plans and more desirable goals.

The remaining design goals seek to promote the perception of agency in players. The sense of agency arises from the ability to shape the story and the world, from opportunities to plan and act with intention, and from having expectations about this influence.
confirmed [6]. The design goals reflect this: We require and prioritize the player’s participation in solving the problem set out by the story, we aim to clearly connect the results of the story to player action, and we avoid putting the player in a state where they cannot meaningfully effect the world and bring the story to a conclusion. We also never prune player edges, ensuring that they can always act freely within the physics of the story world.

We found the pruning criteria described in full below to work well in this domain, and we attempt to justify them by explaining our motivations and presenting illustrative anecdotes, but we do not claim they are best for all domains.

The pruning algorithm is simple: For each of the criteria described below (in the order presented), for each state node in the graph (in any order), consider the edges leading out of that state, and prune any edges that meet the criteria. Most criteria are based on the existence of paths in the graph, and since a path is a sequence of action edges taken by intentioned agents (and the player), we can think of paths as plans.

For each criteria, we include a short pseudocode snippet that describes the process. In these snippets, the following definitions are used.

1) Intentionality Pruning: Several studies have established that intentionality, the tendency of agents to adopt and work toward goals, is an important property of believable character behavior [30], [31]. The first pruning step we apply to the story graph is to remove any NPC edges which are not intentional. An action is intentional if, for every consenting character, given that character’s current beliefs, there exists a sequence of causally-linked actions starting with this action that achieves a goal for that agent and such that every other action in the sequence is also explained. Due to space limitations, we must refer readers to Shirvani et al. [28] for full details, but here is a brief description: We say an action edge is intentional when each of its consenting characters believes that edge is a first step on a path that leads to a state where one of that character’s goals becomes achieved. After this initial pruning, the full story graph contains 388 318 086 nodes connected by 1 028 110 791 edges.

To reason about intentionality and plans characters believe to be possible, the graph also must include states that characters incorrectly believe to be reachable. We model these beliefs as edges that connect states in the story to states that represent the world according to a character’s beliefs. These imagined—epistemic—states and the actions they enable represent an additional 163 million states and 714 million edges, not included in the initial figures or future counts, which only consider story states that are reachable from the initial state by action edges.

The unreachable states of the story graph are critical for NPC plans (and pruning steps that depend on them) because they model how wrong beliefs motivate actions.

Algorithm 1: Intentionality Pruning.

```
for all vertex v in graph do
  for all non-player character c do
    for all goal g of character c do
      if ∃ edge v → u and ¬∃π(v, a, c, g) then
        Prune v → u.
```

2) Shorter Plan Pruning: In a state, if we can find two plans for the same agent to achieve the same goal, we prefer the shorter plan, and prune the action that begins the longer plan. These do not need to be two paths to the same state, only two paths where the same goal is achieved at the end. For example, say the guard observes the player attacking the merchant. Now the guard wants to kill the player. He could first loot the merchant’s sword and then attack the player (a 2-action plan) or he could simply attack with the sword he carries (a 1-action plan). The edge where the guard picks up the merchant’s sword is pruned, being the start of a longer plan for the same goal. We suggest that favoring shorter plans reduces the difficulty of discerning their goals, and may improve believability. After this pruning, the graph has 93 608 267 nodes (down 76%) and 248 440 557 edges (down 76%).

Algorithm 2: Shorter Plan Pruning.

```
for all vertex v in graph do
  for all non-player character c do
    for all goal g of character c do
      Let v →_1 u be an edge s.t. ∃π(v, a_1, c, g).
      Let v →_2 w be an edge s.t. ∃π(v, a_2, c, g).
      if |π(v, a_1, c, g)| < |π(v, a_2, c, g)| then
        Prune v →_1 u.
```

3) Lazy NPC Pruning: In order to prioritize the player’s ability to be active, we make NPC’s plans more reliant on the player. Given two plans to achieve a goal, we prefer the one with more player actions. Consider the player’s goal to buy the potion. The player could travel to the market, buy the potion from

---

1In practice, without limiting character actions by intentionality, the story graph is too large to generate completely. The first pruning step happens as part of the generation process. In each state, NPCs consider every reasonable plan with three or fewer actions. For each plan which achieves one of their goals, the first action in the plan is added to the graph, leading from the state being considered to the new states that follow each action. Every possible player edge is always included, and not limited by this step.
the merchant, and then return home. Alternatively, the merchant
could travel to the player’s home and sell them the potion without
requiring the player to leave the house. Though both plans are
intentional and equally short, we prefer the former, because
it gives the player more opportunity to explore and find their
own way to achieve their goals. It also avoids stories in which
all NPCs converge on the player at the beginning, and then,
constantly follow the player around, hoping for some specific
interaction such as selling the potion.

We call this the Lazy NPC principle. Given an NPC action
explained by some goal (e.g., the merchant traveling to the
player’s home to sell the potion), if that NPC expects the player
to take an action that contributes to the same goal (e.g., the
player traveling to the market to buy the potion), we prune the
NPC action. After this pruning, the graph has 58 191 971 nodes
down 38% and 148 928 950 edges (down 40%).

Algorithm 3: Lazy NPC Pruning.

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{for all vertex } v \text{ in graph do} \\
& \quad \text{for all non-player character } c \text{ do} \\
& \quad \quad \text{for all goal } g \text{ of character } c \text{ do} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{Let } v \xrightarrow{a_1} u \text{ be an edge s.t. } \exists \pi(v, a_1, c, g). \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{Let } v \xrightarrow{a_2} w \text{ be an edge s.t. } \exists \pi(v, a_2, c, g). \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{if } a_1 \text{ is a player action and } a_2 \text{ an NPC-only action} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{then Prune } v \xrightarrow{a_2} w.
\end{align*}
\]

4) Unique Ending Pruning: Many interactive narratives have
several possible endings. In fitting with the design goal of giving
the player a feeling of agency over the ending, our experience
manager does not prefer any particular ending—that is to say,
it is neither working with the player to achieve their goals nor
working against the player to thwart them, but rather is trying to
provide the ending which is a reasonable result of the player’s
choices.

Given two edges for the same NPC, we prune the one which
most decreases the number of available types of endings. In
other words, we reduce the number of situations in which NPC
actions decide the ending of the story. The type of ending is either
a success for the player (they are at the cottage and possess
the potion), or failure (the player is not alive). Keeping open
the possibility of success or failure suggests there remains an
element of tension in the game, but in this scenario it also means
that an NPC will not end the game by attacking the player unless
there are no other viable ways to pursue their goals. This pruning
step is only used to break ties, meaning it will never prune the
last edge for an NPC.

Consider that the bandit wants the player’s coin, and in general
she can get it two ways: 1) by robbing the player; or 2) by killing
the player and looting the coin. Killing the player limits the
number of possible endings to 1 (the player dies), but robbing
the player leaves other endings available.

However, say the player buys a sword from the merchant.
Now it is impossible to rob the player, so the bandit’s only way
to get the coin is to kill the player. This pruning is a tie-breaker,
so it will not remove the last edge for the bandit, even if it
decreases the number of unique endings. We prioritize acting
on one’s goals over keeping endings available. Otherwise, the
bandit would follow the player everywhere, always one step
away from killing the player but never following through with
her plan, which may harm the perception of intentionality.

It is important to prune longer plans before unique ending
pruning. Consider the longer plan example above, where the
guard can attack the player with his own sword (1-action) or
pick up the merchant’s sword and attack with that (2-action).
Both plans eventually limit the story to one ending, but the first
action of the 2-action plan can be taken without limiting endings.
It is possible the guard will pick up the merchant’s sword, leaving
him with two ways to complete his goal: 1) attack with his sword;
or 2) attack with the merchant’s. One will be removed by unique
ending pruning, but not both, since it is a tie-breaking criteria.
If the attack with the merchant sword is removed, the guard
will have picked up the merchant sword for no reason. Situations like
this are a symptom of assuming the story graph is Markovian.
Ideally, once the guard starts one plan he will continue it, but
when we do not track the history of actions that brought us to the
current state, the only way to know a character’s “current plan” is
to encode it as part of the state, which would dramatically enlarge
this already intractable graph. Eventually, we intend to address
this with non-Markovian experience management techniques.

Since the number of endings rendered unreachable is deter-
mained by checking the full story graph, it considers the long-term
consequences of actions even if they are not clear. This is an
advantage of this approach, able to detect if earlier intervention
can avoid an undesirable long-term result.

Unique ending pruning targets NPC actions, not just because
the experience manager tries to avoid limiting the player, but
because it is possible and perhaps even desirable for the player
to limit endings with their actions. When a player limits what
endings are available, it can be a notable moment of agency. We
plan to investigate these principles in future work.

After unique ending pruning, the graph has 52 262 059 nodes
down 10% and 138 072 434 edges (down 7%).

Algorithm 4: Unique Ending Pruning.

\[
\begin{align*}
& \text{for all vertex } v \text{ in graph do} \\
& \quad \text{for all non-player character } c \text{ do} \\
& \quad \quad \text{Let } v \xrightarrow{a_1} u \text{ be an edge s.t. } \exists \pi(v, a_1, c, g_1). \\
& \quad \quad \text{Let } v \xrightarrow{a_2} w \text{ be an edge s.t. } \exists \pi(v, a_2, c, g_2). \\
& \quad \quad \text{Let } e_1 = 0. \\
& \quad \quad \text{Let } e_2 = 0. \\
& \quad \quad \text{for all end condition } e \text{ do} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{if } \exists \text{ vertex } t \text{ s.t. there is a path from } u \text{ to } t \text{ then} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad e_1 = e_1 + 1 \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{if } \exists \text{ vertex } t \text{ s.t. there is a path from } w \text{ to } t \text{ then} \\
& \quad \quad \quad \quad e_2 = e_2 + 1 \\
& \quad \quad \quad \text{if } e_1 < e_2 \text{ then Prune } v \xrightarrow{a_2} w.
\end{align*}
\]

5) Player Model Pruning: In another effort to protect player
agency in the story, this pruning step considers whether some
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NPC choice would force the player into a certain mode of behavior. In this simple domain, the player model used is whether a player chooses to accomplish their objective as a criminal, or whether they choose to accomplish their objective without taking one of the actions that sets this flag (robbing or attacking a character who is not a criminal).

This pruning step is very similar to the unique ending step before, but focused on a different circumstance. Given two edges for the same NPC, we prune the one which most reduces the number of possible models that can still apply to the player. If an NPC action would force the player to become a criminal, and there is another action available from the same state which does not have that impact, the associated edge will be pruned. After player model pruning, the graph has 52 262 059 nodes (down 0%) and 138 072 434 edges (down 0%)—no edges were pruned as a result of this condition.

6) **Goal Priority Pruning:** Each agent has multiple goals to pursue, but these goals may interfere with each other and harm the perception of believability. The guard wants to kill the bandit, but he also wants to be at his post in the market. If the player reports the bandit at the crossroads, the guard will go there, and then, he has two options: 1) attack the bandit to fulfill his first goal; or 2) return to the market to fulfill his second goal. If he returns to the market, the story graph will have a cycle where the guard constantly walks back and forth between the market and crossroads, obfuscating character goals. Cycles like this are a symptom of the Markov assumption: We cannot know what plan is being acted on. This pruning provides a work-around: Agent goals are ranked by importance (in our system this is author-defined), and agents always try to complete their highest priority goal first. Killing the bandit is higher priority, so we prune the action where the guard returns to the market. In the next state, where the bandit is dead, the guard can then act on his lower priority goal of standing in the market. After goal priority pruning, the graph has 30 149 245 nodes (down 42%) and 76 006 520 edges (down 45%).

### Algorithm 5: Goal Priority Pruning.

```plaintext
for all vertex v in graph do
  for all non-player character c do
    for all goal g1 of character c do
      Let v → u be an edge s.t. \(\exists \pi(v, a_1, c, g_1)\).
      Let g2 be a goal for c with lower priority than g1.
      if \(\exists v \rightarrow w \text{ s.t. } \exists \pi(v, a_2, c, g_2)\) then
        Prune v \(\rightarrow u\).
```

7) **Cycle Pruning:** The above prune does not prevent all cycles, so we detect cycles of three or fewer NPC action edges and break them. When an NPC has multiple actions they can take in a state, we prune those which are part of a cycle. If every edge in a cycle is that NPC’s only action for that state, we prune the one which is part of the longest plan (i.e., we prefer to remove a step that requires two more steps after it to achieve the agent’s goal over one that only requires one more step after it). After cycle pruning, the graph has 23 159 543 nodes (down 23%) and 56 783 502 edges (down 25%).

8) **Arbitrary Pruning:** If, after all of the previous steps, an NPC still has more than one action they could take in a state, we consider them equally reasonable and choose one arbitrarily. Also, we remove all outgoing edges from terminal nodes, since the game will have ended and no more actions are needed. After this final pruning, the graph has 20 365 197 nodes (down 12%) and 49 669 363 edges (down 13%).

### Algorithm 6: Arbitrary Pruning.

```plaintext
for all vertex v in graph do
  if v is terminal then
    for all vertex v in graph do
      Remove all edges v \(\rightarrow u\).
  else
    for all non-player character c do
      while \(|\{v \rightarrow u : c consents to a\}| > 1\) do
        Let e be an edge in \(\{v \rightarrow u : c consents to a\}\).
        Prune e.
```

9) **Dead End Pruning:** The story ends when one of the author’s goals is achieved, and it must always be possible for the story to end. We define a dead end to be a node from which it is impossible to reach a terminal node—the player cannot be killed and cannot get the potion to the cottage. In this story domain, this primarily occurs when the bandit collects all the available items in the story, but does not attack the player in the process. Agents in this system act only in an intentional way, and once the bandit has collected every item she has no reason to attack the player—her goal is to have all the valuable items is already fulfilled. In the unpruned full graph, these dead ends represent 56 125 nodes (0.0001% of the graph), and sampling of 1000 random stories from this full story graph indicated that 0.7% of stories encountered a dead end and could not be finished. In the final round of pruning, we remove NPC edges to ensure that no remaining dead ends are reachable. Note that we only ever remove NPC edges, never player edges; in other words, we avoid the need to ever intervene by ensuring the narrative never reaches a state where intervention might be necessary. After dead end pruning, the graph has 20 365 187 nodes (down 5%) and 49 669 351 edges (down 2%). The existence of reachable dead ends (which were present in the original graph and still present after all other pruning steps) demonstrates the need for proactive mediation which considers long-term consequences. These dead ends were not anticipated by the domain designers, and were only detected through analysis of the graph or encountering them in live play. They are the result of an interaction between the preconditions of the rob and attack actions, as well as the bandit’s specific goals. In general, a connected section of dead end states in the graph may be arbitrarily large, so if an experience manager wants to guarantee that it will never intervene it may not be enough to look, e.g., only one state or only two states ahead.

V. Evaluation

We claim these pruning techniques achieve our design goals. That the story is always finishable is proved by the absence of dead ends in the final graph (i.e., from every nonterminal state these exists a path to a terminal state). We also claim
these pruning techniques result in a high agency experience with believable NPC behavior, and we present the results from a play test of our game in support.

A. Experimental Design

In our survey, we compare the experience defined by our story graph to a control. The main phenomenon we want to control for is the human tendency to make narrative sense out of any sequence of events [32]. This, combined with genre expectations about adventure games, causes people to attribute intelligence to characters even when they are acting randomly. We want to demonstrate that our techniques produce believable behavior above what people would naturally perceive in this domain no matter what policy the experience manager uses. Therefore, we compare our story graph to one generated randomly. At first glance, this may seem like a weak baseline, but as we will discuss later, most people found even random NPC actions believable; they simply found ours more believable.

Like our intelligently pruned story graph, the random story graph allows every possible player action in every state. Additionally, in 75% of states, one NPC action is chosen randomly from all NPC actions possible in that state. This story graph was also pregenerated before play, so all participants experienced the same random story graph.

When we initially tested this story graph, we discovered that NPCs killed the player so frequently that it was almost impossible to achieve the ending where the player returns home with the potion. We felt this control would be too easily outperformed, so we imposed one further constraint: The simplest plan to achieve that ending (player walks to market; buys the potion; walks home) is guaranteed to be possible. Finally, to ensure it was always possible to finish the game, we perform the same dead end pruning done to the intelligent story graph. The result is a mostly random story graph in which there is at least one way to achieve both endings. It has 21 115 022 nodes and 60 492 852 edges, roughly comparable in size to our pruned graph.

We conducted a study with 20 participants, consisting mostly of undergraduate computer science students at the University of New Orleans with no prior knowledge of the game or study, who were only informed they were participating in narrative intelligence research. Participants first watched a video explaining the controls of the game, and then, completed an ingame tutorial in which they could become directly familiar with the controls, locations, and characters. In the tutorial characters take no actions, but introduce themselves and their goals through dialog when the player interacts with them. Initially, we ran the study and collected data, but results offered no insight into the questions asked: We observed that players significantly preferred whichever version they played first, regardless of treatment. We attributed this to the novelty of exploring the virtual world and created the tutorial in response to this, then ran the study again. The tutorial ensures that participants have explored the world before playing the game, allowing them to focus on the narrative.

After the tutorial, each participant played two versions of the game: One using the random story graph and the other using the intelligent story graph produced by our pruning. Participants were randomly divided into two groups, with one playing the random version first and the other playing the intelligent version first. Participants were required to complete each version twice (to ensure they had a chance to try different strategies), but were invited to play up to ten times. We did not require them to win or to experience different endings.

B. Results

After playing the two versions, participants were shown four statements about character believability and agency, and were asked to choose whether they felt the statement was more agreeable for the first version, or the second. Table I presents the breakdown of results by statement, showing the numbers of participants who preferred the intelligently pruned version or the random version.

We hypothesize that players will significantly prefer the intelligent story graph, i.e., they will say these statements were more true of the intelligent story graph. A binomial exact test confirmed this hypothesis for three of the four questions at the $p < 0.05$ level. The $p$-values in Table I are given after applying Benjamini and Hochberg’s [33] correction for multiple hypothesis testing. Effect size is given as relative risk that participants preferred the random version.

We did not detect a significant effect at the $p < 0.05$ level for the statement, “The characters reacted to things they saw and ignored things they did not see.” We believe the results, a roughly 2:1 ratio in favor of the pruned version, are suggestive of a trend toward that preference and must be investigated with a greater number of participants.

VI. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATION: SCALABILITY

The system presented represents a method of proactive mediation where all possible stories are considered, and a curated subset of stories is retained. In practice, the method as described in this article is limited by computational cost, especially the cost with respect to the space needed for the full story graph. However, this cost can be mitigated. One method for mitigation was used for the system described above, as generation of the full story graph without intentionality proved to be impossible at this level of story complexity. To overcome this limit, intentionality was treated as a necessary precondition to generation, rather than a true pruning step. All other steps were implemented after this initial generation so that multiple orderings of the given strategies could be explored and developed upon. In practice, the pruning steps could become conditions for generation, or could be implemented as part of an iterative prune-then-deepen process, alleviating some limits on the underlying story complexity.

The pruned graph developed by the system occupies 3 GB of memory in a plaintext format, for which responsive graph navigation requires several MBs of overhead. These demands may be unsuitable for some game environments or embedded systems. Here, we indicate how the graph may be compressed while maintaining usability. Translating the plaintext format into a straightforward packed binary format reduces the space
be intractable for most domains, but this work was instructive because it allowed us to consider the long-term consequences of every experience manager decision. We believe these insights can be applied, probably as heuristics, to larger graphs which must be generated on demand.

The second lesson is: In storytelling domains like this one random actions are a surprisingly strong baseline. After playing the first version of the game (but before playing the second), participants responded to the four statements in Table I on a five point Likert scale. Two groups of ten participants were not a large enough sample for a between subjects analysis, but both groups tended to agree with all four statements, even those who played the random story graph. Anecdotally, several participants invented elaborate explanations to make sense of the random actions they saw and said they enjoyed these “plot twists.” The human tendency to narrativize events [32] may be so strong that most people cannot see actions as random, only as easier or harder to explain, and thus, a randomly generated story graph is a stronger baseline than it might seem.

We feel that the most limiting assumption of this initial work is that the story graph is Markovian. Stories are non-Markovian; different action sequences leading to the same state often require different conclusions. In future work, we intend to explore how tracking the history of events can improve experience management and NPC believability.

APPENDIX

STORY GRAPH ARTIFACT

To make this work reproducible and to encourage others to experiment with story graph pruning criteria, we have released the story graphs described in this article.2
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TABLE I

Survey Responses From 20 Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Prefer pruned</th>
<th>Prefer random</th>
<th>p-value (corrected)</th>
<th>Relative risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The characters felt realistic.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The characters reacted to things they saw and ignored things they did not see.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.1316</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The characters tried to accomplish their goals.</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My actions had a significant effect on the story.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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